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“Some trade sources have noted that whilst sales of MP3 players
have dipped over 2010, this has been compensated for by a rise
in video player sales. It is likely that, as has been seen with
digital music, the proliferation of routes to access digital video
and the growing amount of material available will lead to greater
interaction from consumers. It is extremely likely in this regard
that players capable of processing cloud-based digital content on
the go will become more popular over 2012, and more relevant
once the ultra-fast 4G mobile network is implemented across UK
in approximately 2014/15.”
– Samuel Gee, Technology Analyst

In this report we answer the key questions:
What opportunities remain in this mature market?
Can bricks-and-mortar retailers regain the custom of heavy
spenders?
How will the drop in purchasing of middle-priced devices
affect the market?
How much of an effect will the increasing usage of digital
video have on the market?
Definition
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Portable media players (PMPs) are defined by Mintel as devices capable
of playing, at the least, MP3 digital music files. More advanced models
are also capable of playing video, or of downloading applications from
branded application stores. This definition excludes devices which have
a primary function other than media playback, such as mobile phones/
smartphones or tablet computers.

Each report contains:

TGI consumer questions on device ownership refer to ‘portable media
players’, whereas questions on purchasing refer to ‘MP3/MP4 players’.
However, these terms refer to the same essential product: a digital
music and/or video player that is not primarily another device, such
as a smartphone or tablet. The terms ‘PMP’ and ‘MP3/MP4 player’ are
therefore used interchangeably in this report.
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